Solution Brief

Insight’s WIndows Virtual
Desktop Assessment Service

Benefits
• Gain deep insight of WVD’s potential
• Lower TCO of desktop virtualisation

WVD Assessment module

• Increase user productivity

Part of Insight’s Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD) portfolio, our WVD Assessment
module helps you create a detailed strategic design and plan for WVD, aligned to your
business goals, and supporting the business need to meet today’s rapidly changing
workforce patterns.

• Develop and document a clear
roadmap

This in-depth assessment removes any risks and obstacles, enables you to accelerate
full rollout across your environment, and take full advantage of the WVD’s multisession deployments, unified management and many other benefits.
Ensuring your next steps are properly understood and defined, we enable you to
achieve the perfect fit for your environment and unlock the true value of WVD for your
business.

Challenge
With the rapid increase in people needing to work away from the office, the
performance and scalability limitations of existing RDS solutions to support remote
workers can cause real problems, while more complex security imperatives add further
challenges.
WVD provides the powerful performance, scalability and security required. But
to harness its power, organisations need to carry out a step-by-step analysis and
assessment of the design – and a lack of experience and in-depth knowledge of WVD
increases the risk of implementing a WVD solution that doesn’t deliver on its promises.

• Enhance user experience

Why Insight
As a Microsoft Gold Partner, we have
the people, skills, experience, tools
and processes – including reference
architectures – to help you create the
best, most cost-effective WVD solution for
your organisation. We understand your
objectives and work closely in partnership
with you to ensure success and support
your strategic goals.

Solution
Available in three tiers that align to various levels of deployment complexity, the Insight WVD Assessment explores your business and
technical objectives and gives you a clear understanding of how you can harness the benefits of WVD to increase productivity, give your
workforce highly secure anytime-anywhere access to the data and systems they need, and accelerate your speed to market.
Our Azure experts support you all the way, providing accurate recommendations about your proposed environment and develop a WVD
design solution aligned with Azure best practices and our own proven reference architectures. We’ll create a tight roadmap to take you on
your journey quickly, cost-effectively and successfully.
At the end of the assessment, you will have a detailed report, clearly outlining your existing environment and documenting the WVD
solution that will perfectly match your needs and support your strategic goals.

Insight WVD modules
Insight WVD Assessment is part of our VDI portfolio. Our WVD modules can be bundled together, giving you our expertise through the
whole process.
•

Solution Workshop for WVD
Understand how WVD works and how you can get the most from it; plan next steps based on your needs and objectives.

•

WVD Proof of Concept
Gain a deep understanding of WVD through real-life, hands-on testing and experience on your own environment.

You can also bundle these modules with our Hybrid Cloud Assessment and Azure Foundation Setup services for even greater understanding.

For more information, please contact your Insight Account Manager.
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